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Abstract 
Traditionally, portfolio managers have been discouraged from timing the market, for example, 
equity managers have been forced to adhere strictly to a benchmark with static or relatively stable 
components, such as the S&P 500 or the Russell 3000. This means that the portfolio’s exposures to 
all risk factors should mimic as closely as the corresponding exposures of the benchmark. The 
main risk factor, of course, is the market itself. Effectively, a long-only portfolio would be con-
strained to have a beta of 1. More recently, however, managers have been given greater discretion 
to adjust their portfolio’s risk exposures (especially, the beta of their portfolio) dynamically to 
match the manager’s beliefs about future performance of the risk factors themselves. This free-
dom translates into the manager’s ability to adjust the portfolio’s beta dynamically. These strate-
gies have come to be known as smart beta strategies. Adjusting beta dynamically amounts to at-
tempting to “time” the market; that is, to increase exposure when one anticipates that the market 
will rise, and to decrease it when one anticipates that the market will fall. 
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1. Introduction 
There has been an increasing interest in index strategies or advance beta strategies, which try to generate out 
performance over the standard market indices. Among those strategies one of the most famous strategies is 
smart beta. There is $142 billion invested in smart beta funds [1]. There are many definitions for smart beta on 
Wall Street [2]. One definition is that smart beta is a strategy which attempts to deliver a better risk and return 
trade-off than conventional market cap weighted indices by using alternative weighting schemes based on 
measures such as volatility or dividends [3]. But for us, smart beta means a portfolio management strategy 
which combines the cap weight, economic scale and the minimum variance of the assets in the portfolio. It is 
only a weighing strategy which replicates the benchmark index. 
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The origin of smart beta was done by Research Affiliates, and according to Research Affiliates smart beta is a 
strategy that lies between Passive and Active portfolio management. Passive portfolio management is a strategy 
in which investment is done with an intention of long term appreciation with minimum maintenance. In Active 
portfolio management strategies investment is done and the portfolio is continuously monitored using data and 
research methods in order to exploit profitable conditions [4]. 

In order to decide what index we are going to use for our smart beta strategy we referred to the paper Funda-
mental Indexes [5] which helped to learn how we can build our own index with the help of smart beta strategies. 
In order to decide the technique of implementing smart beta strategies we referred the paper Beyond Cap weight 
[6] in which we came up with a strategy of combining Cap Weight, Economic Scale (Fundamental Index) and 
Minimum Variance. In order to test our strategy we are using the last three-year data for S&P 100 in order to 
check if we are making more or less money than the market. But the problem that we faced in doing so is that 
companies come in and go out every quarter in S&P 100 index so the solution for it is if any company goes out, 
then we consider the economic scale for it to be zero and rescale the resulting economic scale index to make the 
sum of weights for each quarterly index as 1. 

2. Methodology 
In order to test the strategy of smart beta, we developed four different portfolios with four different strategies in 
order to test the results obtained by back testing the new strategies on the different portfolios. We back tested the 
performance of each portfolio against three-year data (2011-13) for S&P 100. We used the economic scale as 
one of the key factors for this portfolio. The economic scale approach uses a company’s fundamental economic 
size, weighting companies according to sales, cash flow, book value and dividends, and then averaging the four 
measures to assign portfolio weights to each company in an index. Selecting and weighting companies for a 
stock market index, using fundamental economic measures of company size, was introduced by Arnott and West 
(2006) [5]. The portfolio resulted from the economic scale will be referred to as the SMART BETA INDEX, it 
will be referred to as an index because it will be involved in each of the portfolios constructed. 

The SMART BETA INDEX is a representative portfolio, weighted to mirror the look and composition of the 
publicly traded economy. Minimum variance portfolios which we created and mixed with the SMART BETA 
PORTFOLIOS are designed to reduce portfolio risk by placing more weight on the underlying assets which 
have minimum volatility in the market [7]. So the price of each underlying asset which makes minimal move-
ments in the market will be given a higher weight in the minimum variance portfolio. In order to make the smart 
beta portfolios less risky, we have to mix the minimum variance portfolio with the smart beta index. The Cap 
Wight is considered with the market capitalization of each company (underlying asset), so the weight is distri-
buted accordingly [8]. The company which holds the highest market capitalization in a certain market index will 
be holding the largest weight in the cap weight portfolio. The cap weight portfolio acts to enhance the perfor-
mance of the smart beta index since both of them consider the market information of the underlying assets [9]. 

Now we created four portfolios and implemented strategies which involved construction of a minimum va-
riance portfolio and our smart beta index on them. We then calculated the returns associated for each portfolio 
and compared them with each other and the market returns for those particular time periods. 

Smart Beta Index for a company: 

( ) Sales for 5 yearsiS =  

( ) 5 years cash flowiC =  

( ) 5 years dividend yieldiDY =  

( ) 1 year book ValueiB =  

Formula to calculate ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),  ,  ,  i i i iS C DY B  as percent 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1 1 1

i i i i
i i i in n n n

i i i ii i i i

S C DY B
PS PC PDY PB

S C DY B
= = = =

= = = =
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

                 (1) 

where n is the number of companies that we are investing in (S&P 100) 
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For cap weight 

( ) Market CapiM =                                     (4) 
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Subject to 

1
1

n

i
i

X
=

=∑                                         (6) 

Minimum Variance Portfolio 
Minimum variance portfolio is a special case of the linear equality constrained mean-variance portfolio, it is a 

portfolio obtained by letting the risk tolerance equal to zero. That is, let the investor become completely averse 
to risk. In this case, minimization of the objective function becomes equivalent to minimization of variance [10] 

2 T
p h Qhσ =                                       (7) 

Q is the cov matrix, 
h are the weights. 

We used quadratric programming for Minimum Variance Portfolio. 

( ) ( )T T1
2

X HX f X+                                   (8) 

Subject to 
AX b≤                                        (9) 

satisfying the equality constraints. 

eq eqA X b=                                      (10) 

r is the returns(daily), 
X is our weight vector, 
H = Q is the covariance matrix of daily returns, 
f in this case is equal to zero matrix. 

1eqb =                                        (11) 

which constraints the sum of X to be 1 
We don’t have inequality constraints, lower and upper bounds. 

( )0MVP                                        (12) 

we add inequality constraints 

( )MeanA r= −  

where the constraint on the returns 0.001b = −  and total sum of X should be zero, so 0eqb = . 
In this case we get a portfolio with a total weight of 1. We also constructed a minimum variance portfolio 

which has a total weight of zero. We use the same equations above but we add two constraints. First, the total 
weight should be zero and second, we need to constraint our returns to 0.1%. 

Hedge Fund Portfolios (Total Weights = 0) 
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Hedge Fund Portfolio-1 
Min Variance Index−  

( )1 IndexMVP −                                    (13) 

( ) Index1 MVPHX X X= −                                  (14) 

( ) ( )( )Index1 0n
i MVP ii X X

=
− =∑  

Here we construct a minimum variance portfolio for each of the 100 stocks in the S&P 100 index and assign 
the minimum variance portfolio weight to be 1. As we know the sum of all weights of all the companies in an 
index is 1. Hence the resulting total index weight is 1. So the total portfolio weight will be one minus one which 
is zero. So we have equal long/short positions. We can say here that our beta is close to zero. 

Hedge Fund Portfolio-2 
Min Variance Cap Weight Index+ −  

( ) ( ) ( )Index2 0 CapH MVPX X X X= + −                             (15) 

( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )Index0
1

0
n

i Cap ii MVP
i

x x x
=

+ − =∑                            (16) 

This portfolio mainly is based on three important factors. Those are minimum variance, Index and cap weight. 
And the important part about this portfolio is that we take minimum total weights of variance portfolio as 0. We 
then calculate the cap weight for all the stocks with respect to the S&P 100 index. Then we add the cap weight 
to the above formula for each stock and find out the resulting weight of each stock. Adding them all up we find 
the total portfolio weight. Also, here we have equal long/short positions and our beta is close to zero. 

General Long-Short Portfolios (Total Weights = 1) 
General Portfolio-1 

Min Variance Index+  

( ) ( ) Index1 0G MVPX X X= +                                 (17) 

( )( ) ( )( )Index0
1

1
n

ii MVP
i

x x
=

+ =∑                                (18) 

The important part about this portfolio is that we take the total weight of the portfolio as one in this strategy. 
We construct a minimum variance portfolio for each of the stocks in the S&P 100 index and we assign the 
minimum variance portfolio weight to be 0. So the total portfolio weight will be zero plus one which is one. 
Here we have the prime portfolio as the Index and the Min Variance portfolio as an overlay which emphasizes 
whatever we think will give us a good return. We invest 100% of our wealth in long positions so we have 
long-short = 1. 

General Portfolio-2 
Min Variance Cap Weight Index+ −  

( ) ( ) ( )Index2 1 CapG MVPX X X X= + −                             (19) 

( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )Index11 1n
i Cap ii MVPi x x x

=
+ − =∑  

This portfolio mainly is based on three important factors. Those are minimum variance, Index and cap weight. 
And the important part about this portfolio is that we take minimum variance portfolio total weight as 1. We 
then calculate the cap weight for all the stocks with respect to the S&P 100 index. Then we add the cap weight 
to the above formula for each stock and find out the resulting weight of each stock. Adding them all up we find 
the total portfolio weight. Here our base portfolio is the minimum variance portfolio and the (Cap-Index) acts as 
an overlay. We invest 100% of our wealth in long positions so we have long-short = 1. 

In general, in all of these portfolios we assume that whatever we make from the short sale we reinvest it 
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in the long position. 

3. Results 
After looking into some papers relevant to our topic of research we came up with few new strategies to construct 
our portfolios. To test their performance using past market data for a specific intervals of time, we tested the 
performance of our portfolios for two different intervals of time. The first test was done from 2011-2013 and af-
ter that we performed a stress test on our portfolios that was from 2007-2008. We did the stress test on our port-
folios in order to test their robustness. These back tests helped us to determine which portfolio made the highest 
return during the period of 2011-2013 and which portfolio survived in the crisis of 2007-2008. We are not taking 
into account the transaction cost and managerial fees. 

This is our wealth equation which we used to back test the portfolios by monthly rebalancing the portfolios. 
We start by buying and short selling the stocks using the first day prices then we liquidate the portfolio by the 
end of each month, we reinvest the returns in the following month’s portfolio till the end of the period specified . 

1 1n n n n nW S S+ += ∆ − ∆                                   (20) 

where 
W is the wealth the investor owns, 
Δ is the number of stocks, 
S is the stock price. 
Figure 1 shows the returns for S&P 100 from 2011-2013. We can see it makes a profit of 45.5752% cumula-

tive over three years. The graph shows the monthly performance of S&P 100. 
Figure 2 shows the performance of the four portfolios that we created against the S&P 100 from 2011-13. 
Hedge Fund Portfolios (Total Weights = 0) 
Hedge Fund Portfolio-1 
 

1.0000 0.9825 1.0256 1.0351 1.0965 1.1277 1.1673 

1.1698 1.3296 1.3295 1.4618 1.3161 1.3964 1.3228 

1.2763 1.2563 1.3057 1.4310 1.4149 1.4441 1.3933 

1.3843 1.3601 1.3266 1.3490 1.3926 1.4388 1.4880 

1.5030 1.4294 1.4311 1.4482 1.4902 1.4466 1.3900 

1.3200 1.3292      

 
The table shows above our returns of portfolio-1 for 2011-2013. Portfolio-1 was our first back test in 2011 it 

gave good returns but by the end of 2013 it made only 32% cumulative in three years which was less than S&P 
100 returns. 

Hedge Fund Portfolio-2 
 

1.0000 0.9661 0.9807 0.9805 0.9889 1.0028 1.0025 

1.0145 1.0896 1.1099 1.1259 1.1317 1.1729 1.1900 

1.2069 1.1935 1.2068 1.1972 1.2062 1.2234 1.2413 

1.2649 1.3040 1.2995 1.3293 1.2981 1.3240 1.3166 

1.3270 1.3435 1.3442 1.3532 1.3622 1.3781 1.3943 

1.4242 1.4232      

 
Above are the returns for our portfolio-4 for 2011-2013 we can see that our portfolio made loss at the begin-

ning of 2011 but in 2012-2013 it was making profit and we ended up with 42.32% cumulative profit over three 
years which was under performing the S&P 100 index by about 3%. 
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Figure 1. S&P 100 returns. 

 

 
Figure 2. Portfolios performance 1. 

 
General Long-Short Portfolios (Total Weights = 1) 
General Portfolio-1 
 

1.0000 0.9811 1.0177 1.0186 1.0352 1.0577 1.0047 

1.0340 0.8833 0.9528 0.8910 09829 0.9390 0.9784 

1.0279 1.0738 1.0231 0.9600 1.0199 1.0389 1.0806 

1.1238 1.1853 1.1768 1.1843 1.1844 1.2330 1.2720 

1.2934 1.3817 1.3884 1.4210 1.4394 1.4259 1.4587 

1.5540 1.6154      
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Above are the returns for our portfolio-2 for 2011-2013, we can see that our portfolio made loss in 2011 but in 
2012-2013 it was making profit and we ended up with 61.54% cumulative profit over three years which was 
outperforming the S&P 100 index by about 16%. 

General Portfolio-2 
 

1.0000 0.9952 1.0638 1.0635 1.1452 1.1902 1.1764 

1.2200 1.2138 1.2987 1.3399 1.3603 1.3741 1.3436 

1.3567 1.3742 1.3721 1.4306 1.4636 1.5104 1.5213 

1.5317 1.5218 1.4658 1.4695 1.5527 1.6131 1.7260 

1.7660 1.7836 1.7670 1.8080 1.8733 1.7981 1.7283 

1.6991 1.7599      

 
Above are the returns for our portfolio 3 for 2011-2013, we can see that our portfolio made profit through 

2011-2013 and we ended up with 75.99% cumulative profit over three years which was outperforming the S&P 
100 index by about 30%. 

Figure 3 shows the returns for S&P 100 from 2007-2008. We can see it made a loss of 34.6557% cumulative 
over two years. The graph shows the monthly performance of S&P 100 during crisis. 

Figure 4 shows the performance of the four portfolios that we created against the S&P 100 from 2007-2008. 
Hedge Fund Portfolios (Total Weights = 0) 
Hedge Fund Portfolio-1 (Stress Test) 
 

1.0000 0.9996 1.0165 1.0167 1.0127 1.0121 1.0067 

1.0451 1.0869 1.1562 1.0877 1.1487 1.1576 0.3966 

0.4091 0.4177 0.4103 0.4037 0.4154 0.4571 0.4522 

0.4671 0.4847 0.5406 0.4905    

 
Above are the returns for our portfolio-1 for 2007-2008, we can see that our portfolio was performing well in 

2007 but it made a huge loss at the beginning of 2008 and we ended up with 51% loss which was more loss than 
the market made. 

Hedge Fund Portfolio-2 (Stress Test) 
 

1.0000 0.9942 0.9732 0.9732 0.9738 0.9740 0.9756 

0.9548 0.9603 0.9719 0.9904 0.9611 0.9785 0.9479 

0.9480 0.9522 0.9679 0.9537 0.9692 0.9679 0.9618 

0.9518 0.9858 1.0279 1.0318    

 
Above are the returns for our portfolio-4 for 2007-2008, we can see that our portfolio was performing well in 

2007 but it made a profit in 2008 and we ended up with 3% profit which was better than the market. And this 
was the only portfolio that made profit during the stress test. 

General Long-Short Portfolios (Total Weights = 1) 
General Portfolio-1 (Stress Test) 
 

1.0000 1.0042 0.9688 0.9687 0.9696 0.9699 0.9719 

0.9683 0.9112 1.0183 1.0119 0.9391 0.9741 0.9138 

0.9433 0.9247 0.9533 0.9810 0.9504 0.8892 0.9686 

0.9348 0.8604 0.7435 0.7454    
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Figure 3. S&P 100 returns 2007-08. 

 

 
Figure 4. Portfolios performance 2 2007-08. 

 
Above are the returns for our portfolio 2 for 2007-2008, we can see that our portfolio was performing well in 

2007 but it made a loss in 2008 and we ended up with 25% loss which was better than the market. 
General Portfolio-2 (Stress Test) 
 

1.0000 1.0096 0.9923 0.9924 0.9887 0.9881 0.9830 

1.0350 1.0169 1.2089 1.1375 1.1413 1.1648 0.3471 

0.3591 0.3576 0.3580 0.3593 0.3481 0.3453 0.3718 

0.3689 0.3531 0.3361 0.3064    
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Above are the returns for our portfolio 3 for 2007-2008 we can see that our portfolio was performing well in 
2007 but it made a huge loss in the beginning of 2008 and we ended up with 70% loss which was more loss than 
the market made. 

4. Conclusions 
We managed to implement four portfolios using the smart beta strategies. Although smart beta has many defini-
tions, our definition is that smart beta is a portfolio management strategy involving (Minimum Variance, Cap 
Weight, Economic Scale) in which we combine them and create beta dynamic portfolios. According to the ar-
ticle “Is Smart Beta really Smart?” [2], smart beta strategies flunk the stress tests as shown in Figure 4. But we 
managed to create hedge fund portfolio-2 which was stable under stress. Our hedge fund portfolios can be used 
by an investor who is risk averse and our general portfolios in Figure 2 can be used to obtain higher returns. 
Looking back at the four portfolios, we can say that our beta is smart because it is a dynamic beta which adapts 
to the market movements [9]. 

The tables below provide the properties about each portfolio during the different time periods of the back test. 
Back Test (2011-2013) 
 

Hedge Fund Portfolios Hedge Fund Portfolio-1 Hedge Fund Portfolio-2 

Cumulative 3 years Return 32.92% 42.32% 

Sharpe Ratio 3 Years 0.1916 0.5725 

Weight (Long/Short) 2.3/2.3 1.1/1.1 

 
General Long/Short Portfolios General Portfolio-1 General Portfolio-2 

Cumulative 3 years Return 61.54% 75.99% 

Sharpe Ratio 3 Years 0.3041 0.5347 

Weight (Long/Short) 1.7/0.7 2.8/1.8 

 
Stress Test (2007-2008) 
 

Hedge Fund Portfolios Hedge Fund Portfolio-1 Hedge Fund Portfolio-2 

Cumulative 2 Years Return −51% 3.18% 

Sharpe Ratio 2 Years −0.0788 0.081 

Weight (Long/Short) 2.3/2.3 1.1/1.1 

 
General Long/Short Portfolios General Portfolio-1 General Portfolio-2 

Cumulative 2 Years Return 61.54% 75.99% 

Sharpe Ratio 2 Years −0.1964 −0.1754 

Weight (Long/Short) 1.7/0.7 2.8/1.8 
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